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Knowledge and Understanding

Skills

Gives detailed and accurate personal geographical
knowledge to explain complex geographical case studies.
Correctly identifies in detail all the topics relating to the
exam. Accurate statistics are fully incorporated into the
answers.
Shows a detailed understanding of how to use diagrams,
photos and graphs to successfully answer exam questions.
Selects some accurate geographical knowledge to explain
the main features of geographical case studies supported
with accurate statistics.
Identifies in detail the main topics relating to the exam.
Statistics are incorporated into the answers.
Shows a good understanding of how to use diagrams,
photos and graphs to successfully answer exam questions.

Uses detailed case studies to help answer the question and statistics
are used very accurately.
Uses a wide range of geographical terminology. Work is well written
and makes clear sense – concepts are explained in detail using
appropriate English.
Graphs and diagrams are both used and drawn with a high degree of
accuracy.

Demonstrates the ability to describe geographical case
studies with some accuracy and using statistics.
Identifies some of the main topics relating to the exam.
Some statistics are incorporated into the answers.
Shows a clear understanding of how to use diagrams,
photos and graphs to answer exam questions.

Uses case studies to help answer the question and statistics are used
accurately.
Uses a range of geographical terminology. Work is well written and
makes clear sense – concepts are explained in detail using
appropriate English.
Graphs and diagrams are both used and drawn accurately.
Case studies are mentioned accurately and statistics are used to
explain answers.
Uses a range of good geographical terminology. Work is well written
and makes sense – concepts are explained using appropriate and
accurate English.
Graphs and diagrams are used and drawn with some accuracy.

Demonstrates the ability to outline some aspects of
geographical case studies.
Identifies some features of the topics relating to the exam.
No statistics are incorporated into the answer.
Shows a limited understanding of how to use diagrams,
photos and graphs to answer exam questions.
Gives brief answers which lack sufficient detail.
Demonstrates a limited understanding of the ideas and
concepts of a topic.
Diagrams, photos and graphs are not used to answer exam
questions.

Case studies are briefly mentioned and some statistics are used.
Uses a range of geographical terminology.
Work is generally well written and makes sense – concepts are
described using appropriate English.
Graphs and diagrams are used and drawn with limited accuracy.
No case studies are mentioned and statistics are not used, even
when provided. Graphs and diagrams are not used accurately.
Uses a limited range of geographical terminology and does not
always use appropriate English.

General Assessment Feedback
Reading the question: Did you understand the command words, keywords and answer the question?
No evidence
Needs work
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Using appropriate evidence: Have you included appropriate case studies and statistics?
No evidence
Needs work
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Literacy: How well have you used geographical terminology (spelled correctly)?
No evidence
Needs work
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Revision: Did you use websites like BBC Bitesize or other appropriate revision materials?
No evidence
Needs work
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Teacher Feedback
WWW:

EBI:

Now you need to complete your target next step questions.
Use your blue feedback pen.

